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Adorable Wearables That Teach Early Concepts
Nov 04 2020
Advances in Steel Research and
Application: 2013 Edition Jan 06 2021
Advances in Steel Research and Application /
2013 Edition is a ScholarlyBrief™ that delivers
timely, authoritative, comprehensive, and
specialized information about ZZZAdditional
Research in a concise format. The editors have
built Advances in Steel Research and
Application: 2013 Edition on the vast
information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You
can expect the information about ZZZAdditional
Research in this book to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as
consistently reliable, authoritative, informed,
and relevant. The content of Advances in Steel
Research and Application / 2013 Edition has
been produced by the world’s leading
scientists, engineers, analysts, research
institutions, and companies. All of the content is
from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is
written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively
from us. You now have a source you can cite
with authority, confidence, and credibility.
More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Biophysics Sep 14 2021 A physicist's guide to
the phenomena of life Interactions between the
fields of physics and biology reach back over a
century, and some of the most significant
developments in biology—from the discovery of
DNA's structure to imaging of the human
brain—have involved collaboration across this
disciplinary boundary. For a new generation of
physicists, the phenomena of life pose exciting
challenges to physics itself, and biophysics has
emerged as an important subfield of this
discipline. Here, William Bialek provides the
first graduate-level introduction to biophysics
aimed at physics students. Bialek begins by
exploring how photon counting in vision offers
important lessons about the opportunities for
quantitative, physics-style experiments on
diverse biological phenomena. He draws from

these lessons three general physical
principles—the importance of noise, the need to
understand the extraordinary performance of
living systems without appealing to finely tuned
parameters, and the critical role of the
representation and flow of information in the
business of life. Bialek then applies these
principles to a broad range of phenomena,
including the control of gene expression,
perception and memory, protein folding, the
mechanics of the inner ear, the dynamics of
biochemical reactions, and pattern formation in
developing embryos. Featuring numerous
problems and exercises throughout, Biophysics
emphasizes the unifying power of abstract
physical principles to motivate new and novel
experiments on biological systems. Covers a
range of biological phenomena from the
physicist's perspective Features 200 problems
Draws on statistical mechanics, quantum
mechanics, and related mathematical concepts
Includes an annotated bibliography and
detailed appendixes
Creating Cut-Up Sentence Books, Grades
PK - 1 Mar 08 2021 Facilitate a love of
language in students in grades PK–1 with
Creating Cut-Up Sentence Books! This 96-page
book helps students develop successful reading
strategies and skills. It includes 18
reproducible cut-up sentence books with
popular themes, directions for making large
classroom books and individual student books,
and stories with high-frequency words from the
First 25 Word List. The book supports NCTE
and NAEYC standards.
Kubrick's Story, Spielberg's Film Jan 26 2020 In
1963 Stanley Kubrick declared, “Dr.
Strangelove came from my desire to do
something about the nuclear nightmare.” Thirty
years later, he was preparing to film another
story about the human impulse for selfdestruction. Unfortunately, the director passed
away in 1999, before his project could be fully
realized. However, fellow visionary Steven
Spielberg took on the venture, and A.I. Artificial
Intelligence debuted in theaters two years after
Kubrick’s death. While Kubrick’s concept
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shares similarities with the finished film, there
are significant differences between his
screenplay and Spielberg's production. In
Kubrick’s Story, Spielberg’s Film: A.I. Artificial
Intelligence, Julian Rice examines the
intellectual sources and cinematic processes
that expressed the extraordinary ideas of one
great artist through the distinctive vision of
another. A.I. is decidedly a Kubrick film in its
concern for the future of the world, and it is
both a Kubrick and a Spielberg film in the
alienation of its central character. However,
Spielberg’s alienated characters evolve through
friendships, while Kubrick’s protagonists are
markedly alone. Rice explores how the
directors’ disparate sensibilities aligned and
where they diverged. By analyzing Kubrick’s
treatment and Spielberg’s finished film, Rice
compares the imaginations of two gifted but
very different filmmakers and draws
conclusions about their unique conceptions.
Kubrick’s Story, Spielberg’s Film is a
fascinating look into the creative process of two
of cinema’s most profound auteurs and will
appeal to scholars of film as well as to fans of
both directors.
The First Year: Fibromyalgia Jan 18 2022
Muscle pain, fatigue, irritable bowel and
bladder - could it all add up to fibromyalgia?
Such a range of common symptoms ensures
that this disorder is difficult to diagnose, yet
fibromyalgia makes life miserable for thousands
of people in Britain, and it is greatly on the
increase. In this book, patient-expert Claudia
Craig Marek, first diagnosed with fibromyalgia
in 1991, guides you through your first year of
learning how to cope, informing you about
mainstream and complementary treatment, as
well as taking an in-depth look at the allimportant quality of life issues. Marek answers
your most pressing questions including: How to
get a proper diagnosis; How best to manage
muscle pain; How to treat irritable bowel
syndrome; Which medications can help and
which can harm; What are the most effective
complementary therapies; How to manage
work, travel and relationship issues
Bookmark File asset.winnetnews.com on November 28, 2022
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Textbook of Anatomy & Physiology for Nurses
May 30 2020 This easy to read textbook
introduces to students the human body as a
living functioning organism. Nursing students
will discover exactly what happens when
normal body functions are upset by disease,
and see how the body works to restore a state
of balance and health. Reader friendly
approach features descriptive hearts and subheads, numerous tables and a conversational
writing style makes the complex anatomy and
physiology concepts understandable.
Fibromyalgia Aug 13 2021 This guide to
fibromyalgia discusses its various causes and
symptoms, the role of stress and other factors,
and the different conventional and alternative
remedies available.
SUMMARY BUNDLE | Brain Power Nov 23
2019 PLEASE NOTE: This is a collection of
summaries, analyses, and reviews of the books,
and NOT the original books. Whether you'd like
to deepen your understanding, refresh your
memory, or simply decide whether or not these
books are for you, ZIP Reads Summary &
Analysis is here to help. Absorb everything you
need to know in about 20 minutes per book!
This ZIP Reads Summary & Analysis Bundle
includes: - Summary & Analysis of The
Circadian Code | A Guide to the Book by
Satchin Panda - Summary & Analysis of Why
We Sleep | A Guide to the Book by Matthew
Walker - Summary & Analysis of Brain Food | A
Guide to the Book by Lisa Mosconi - Summary
& Analysis of Mind to Matter | A Guide to the
Book by Dawson Church - Summary & Analysis
of How to Change Your Mind | A Guide to the
Book by Michael Pollan Each summary includes
key takeaways and analysis of the original book
to help you quickly absorb the author's wisdom
in a distilled and easy-to-digest format. ZIP
Reads' summaries mean you save time and
money reading only what you need. Buy this
five-book bundle and discover the sleep
patterns, mental exercises, diets, and other
lifestyle choices that can transform your life!
The Circadian Code Overview Doctor Satchin
Panda shares the secrets of your circadian
rhythm and how it affects not just your sleep,
but every aspect of your life and wellbeing.
Unlocking your circadian code will help you
lose weight, sleep better, have more energy,
and even prevent disease. Why We Sleep
Overview In his revealing book, Why We Sleep:
Unlocking the Power of Sleep and Dreams,
Doctor Matthew Walker shares some profound
revelations into the realm of sleep. He unlocks
mysteries that will force you to look at your
bedtime in a whole new light. Brain Food
Overview Neuroscientist Lisa Mosconi reviews
the link between food and brain function and
offers specific recommendations for staying
mentally younger, sharper and fitter in her
book Brain Food: The Surprising Science of
Eating for Cognitive Power. Mind to Matter
Overview Dawson Church provides an eyeopening look at the science behind the energy
that controls our lives. Learn how you can focus
your own energy to physically alter the world
around and within you and connect with a
higher plane of existence. How to Change Your
Mind Overview Author Michael Pollan digs
through decades of research and plays human
guinea pig to illustrate the potential of
psychedelics to alter the mind in his captivating
book, How to Change Your Mind: What the New

Science of Psychedelics Teaches us about
Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression,
and Transcendence. Each summary includes
key takeaways and analysis of the original book
to help you quickly absorb the author's wisdom
in a distilled and easy-to-digest format. ZIP
Reads' summaries mean you save time and
money reading only what you need.
DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a
companion to, not a replacement for the
original books. ZIP Reads is wholly responsible
for this content and is not associated with the
original authors in any way.
Genes and Genomes Apr 21 2022 The laws of
inheritance were considered quite superficial
until 1903, when the chromosome theory of
heredity was established by Sutton and Boveri.
The discovery of the double helix and the
genetic code led to our understanding of gene
structure and function. For the past quarter of
a century, remarkable progress has been made
in the characterization of the human genome in
order to search for coherent views of genes.
The unit of inheritance termed factor or gene,
once upon a time thought to be a trivial an
imaginary entity, is now perceived clearly as
the precise unit of inheritance that has
continually deluged us with amazement by its
complex identity and behaviour, sometimes
bypassing the university of Mendel's law. The
aim of the fifth volume, entitled Genes and
Genomes, is to cover the topics ranging from
the structure of DNA itself to the structure of
the complete genome, along with everything in
between, encompassing 12 chapters. These
chapters relate much of the information
accumulated on the role of DNA in the
organization of genes and genomes per se.
Several distinguished scientists, all pre-eminent
authorities in each field to share their
expertise. Obviously, since the historical report
on the double helix configuration in 1953,
voluminous reports on the meteoric advances in
genetics have been accumulated, and to cover
every account in a single volume format would
be a Herculean task. Therefore, only a few
topics are chosen, which are of great interest to
molecular geneticists. This volume is intended
for advanced graduate students who would
wish to keep abreast with the most recent
trends in genome biology.
Pathology of Asbestos-Associated Diseases Oct
15 2021 The third edition of Pathology of
Asbestos-Associated Diseases builds on the
success of the previous editions by fully
updating knowledge on diagnostic and
epidemiologic aspects and presenting
important new insights derived from new
epidemiologic studies and animal studies.
Background information is first provided on the
mineralogy of asbestos, occupational and
environmental exposure, and asbestos bodies.
The various diseases associated with asbestos
exposure are then considered in turn, with
detailed description and illustration of
pathologic features as well as extensive
discussion of etiology, epidemiology,
differential diagnosis, treatment, and
prognosis. Further chapters are devoted to
cytopathology, experimental models of disease,
analysis of tissue mineral fiber content, and
medicolegal issues. This book will be an
essential reference for pathologists and an
invaluable source of information for
pulmonologists, radiologists, and occupational
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medical practitioners.
Opportunities in Biology May 22 2022 Biology
has entered an era in which interdisciplinary
cooperation is at an all-time high, practical
applications follow basic discoveries more
quickly than ever before, and new
technologiesâ€"recombinant DNA, scanning
tunneling microscopes, and moreâ€"are
revolutionizing the way science is conducted.
The potential for scientific breakthroughs with
significant implications for society has never
been greater. Opportunities in Biology reports
on the state of the new biology, taking a
detailed look at the disciplines of biology;
examining the advances made in medicine,
agriculture, and other fields; and pointing out
promising research opportunities. Authored by
an expert panel representing a variety of
viewpoints, this volume also offers
recommendations on how to meet the
infrastructure needsâ€"for funding, effective
information systems, and other supportâ€"of
future biology research. Exploring what has
been accomplished and what is on the horizon,
Opportunities in Biology is an indispensable
resource for students, teachers, and
researchers in all subdisciplines of biology as
well as for research administrators and those in
funding agencies.
Response of Marine Ecosystems to Global
Change Aug 01 2020
Adorable Wearables That Teach about the
Human Body Oct 27 2022 Project ideas for
teaching about the human body are
accompanied by step-by-step directions,
reproducible patterns, background information,
and cross-curricular activities.
Prosthetic Designs for Restoring Human Limb
Function Dec 05 2020 This textbook provides a
thorough introduction and overview of the
design and engineering of state-of-the-art
prosthetics and assistive technologies.
Innovations in prosthetics are increasingly
made by cross-disciplinary thinking, and the
author introduces the application of biomedical,
mechanical, electrical, computer, and materials
engineering principles to the design of artificial
limbs. Coverage includes the fundamentals of
biomechanics, biomechanical modeling and
measurements, the basics of anatomy and
physiology of limb defects, and the historical
development of prosthetic design. This book
stimulates the innovative thinking necessary for
advancing limb restoration, and will be
essential reading for students, as well as
researchers, professional engineers, and
prosthetists involved in the design and
manufacture of artificial limbs. Learning
enhanced by the exercises, including physical
modeling with MATLAB and Simulink; Includes
appendices with relevant equations and
parameters for reference; Introduction to the
design and engineering of prosthetics and
assistive technologies.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Theory in
Counseling and Psychotherapy May 10 2021
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Theory in
Counseling and Psychotherapy is a two-volume
source that traces theory and examines the
beginnings of counseling and psychotherapy all
the way to current trends and movements. This
reference work draws together a team of
international scholars that examine the global
landscape of all the key counseling and
psychotherapy theories and the theorists
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behind them while presenting them in context
needed to understand their strengths and
weaknesses. This is a quick, one-stop source
that gives the reader the “who, what, where,
how, and why” of contemporary counseling and
psychotherapy theory. From historical context
in which the theories were developed to the
theoretical underpinnings which drive the
theories, this reference encyclopedia has
detailed and relevant information for all
individuals interested in this subject matter.
Features & Benefits: Approximately 335 signed
entries fill two volumes available in a choice of
print or electronic formats. Back matter
includes a Chronology of theory within the field
of counseling to help students put individual
theories within a broader context. A Master
Bibliography and a Resource Guide to key
books, journals, and organizations guide
students to further resources beyond the
encyclopedia. The Reader’s Guide, a detailed
Index and the Cross References combine for
effective search-and-browse in the e-version
and helps students take the next steps in their
research journeys. This reference encyclopedia
serves as an excellent source for any individual
interested in the roots of contemporary
counseling and psychotherapy theory. It is ideal
for the public and professionals, as well as for
students in counselor education programs
especially those individuals who are pursuing a
Masters level degree.
Seasonal Activities Jun 23 2022 Provides
reproducible patterns, minibooks, journal
pages, word cards and memory book pages
with bulletin board ideas and color patterns on
a CD.
Marcus and Feldman's Osteoporosis Apr 28
2020 Marcus and Feldman's Osteoporosis, Fifth
Edition, is the most comprehensive,
authoritative reference on this disease. Led by
a new editorial team, this fifth edition offers
critical information on reproductive and
hormonal risk factors, new therapeutics,
ethnicity, nutrition, therapeutics, management
and economics, comprising a tremendous
wealth of knowledge in a single source not
found elsewhere. Written by renowned experts
in the field, this two-volume reference is a
must-have for biomedical researchers, research
clinicians, fellows, academic and medical
libraries, and any company involved in
osteoporosis drug research and development.
Summarizes the latest research in bone biology
and translational applications in a range of new
therapeutic agents, including essential updates
on therapeutic uses of calcium, vitamin D,
SERMS, bisphosphonates, parathyroid
hormone, and new therapeutic agents
Recognizes the critical importance of new
signaling pathways for bone health, including
Wnt, OPG and RANK, of interest to both
researchers who study bone biology and
clinicians who treat osteoporosis Offers new
insights into osteoporosis associated with
menopause, pre-menopause, chronic kidney
disease, diabetes, HIV and other immune
disorders
Enter the New Negroes Feb 19 2022 With the
appearance of the urban, modern, diverse "New
Negro" in the Harlem Renaissance, writers and
critics began a vibrant debate on the nature of
African-American identity, community, and
history. Martha Jane Nadell offers an
illuminating new perspective on the period and

the decades immediately following it in a
fascinating exploration of the neglected role
played by visual images of race in that debate.
After tracing the literary and visual images of
nineteenth-century "Old Negro" stereotypes,
Nadell focuses on works from the 1920s
through the 1940s that showcased important
visual elements. Alain Locke and Wallace
Thurman published magazines and anthologies
that embraced modernist images. Zora Neale
Hurston's Mules and Men, with illustrations by
Mexican caricaturist Miguel Covarrubias,
meditated on the nature of black Southern folk
culture. In the "folk history" Twelve Million
Black Voices, Richard Wright matched prose to
Farm Security Administration photographs. And
in the 1948 Langston Hughes poetry collection
One Way Ticket, Jacob Lawrence produced a
series of drawings engaging with Hughes's
themes of lynching, race relations, and black
culture. These collaborations addressed
questions at the heart of the movement and in
the era that followed it: Who exactly were the
New Negroes? How could they attack past
stereotypes? How should images convey their
sense of newness, possibility, and individuality?
In what directions should African-American arts
and letters move? Featuring many compelling
contemporary illustrations, Enter the New
Negroes restores a critical visual aspect to
African-American culture as it evokes the
passion of a community determined to shape its
own identity and image.
Tragedy and Postcolonial Literature Mar 28
2020 Provides a new way of reading Western
tragedy alongside texts from the postcolonial
world so as to cross-illuminate each other.
Proceedings of the ... Southern Biomedical
Engineering Conference Oct 23 2019
Where Spirit Touches Matter Apr 09 2021
Inspired by his immigrant physician mother,
who surmounted multiple obstacles in her fortyfive year-career, Dr. Friedman worked through
a twenty-year battle with depression to realize
the life-saving power of committing himself to
love, spirit, and service. This story of his
personal journey toward wholeness offers
thoughtful advice for those who suffer and
encouragement for those aspiring to careers in
the healing arts. Where Spirit Touches Matter:
a journey toward wholeness is a book about
health, healing, and hope by a physician who
has spent more than thirty-five years helping
patients find relief from pain and suffering. Dr.
Friedman writes: "On a journey to Tibet, while
circling what is widely considered the holiest
mountain on Earth, Mount Kailash, which
sources the five great rivers of Asia with its
runoff, I heard the myth that one of the rivers,
the Saraswati, existed only in nonmaterial form.
In this form, it contributed a spiritual and
vitalistic energy to the holy Ganges, which
arises at the convergence of four rivers in the
Himalayan region of India. "Eight years later,
on my last journey to India, I stood in front of
the gorge where the Saraswati River originates,
and I wept. I wept because I saw that the
nonmaterial had become material, and that the
chasm between the mythological and the
physically real had been bridged. This is the
meeting place of spirit and matter that I have
pursued in endless forms throughout my life.
"This book chronicles a sampling of my
experiences of that space between. It honors
the continuously moving stream running
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through all of time and space, filled wholly with
the presence of a loving consciousness. I am
grateful to have been a participant in the flow
of that stream and to have been given the
opportunity to return whatever love I can into
that current."
Mechanisms of Body Functions Sep 02 2020
The Lateral Line System Jun 30 2020 The
Lateral Line System provides an overview of
the key concepts and issues surrounding the
development, evolution, neurobiology, and
function of the lateral line, a fascinating yet
somewhat enigmatic flow-sensing system. The
book examines the historical precedence for
linking the auditory and lateral line systems, its
structure and development, use of the lateral
line system of zebrafish as a model system,
physical principles governing the response
properties of the lateral line, the behavioral
relevance of this sensory system to the lives of
fish, and an examination of how this
information is shaped and encoded by the
peripheral and central nervous systems.
Contents The Gems of the Past: A Brief History
of Lateral Line Research in the Context of the
Hearing Sciences - Sheryl Coombs and Horst
Bleckmann Morphological Diversity,
Development, and Evolution of the
Mechanosensory Lateral Line System Jacqueline F. Webb The Hydrodynamic of Flow
Stimuli - Matthew J. McHenry and James C.
Liao The Biophysics of the Fish Lateral Line Sietse M. van Netten and Matthew J. McHenry
Sensory Ecology and Neuroethology of the
Lateral Line - John Montgomery, Horst
Bleckmann, and Sheryl Coombs Information
Encoding and Processing by the Peripheral
Lateral Line System - Boris Philippe Chagnaud
and Sheryl Coombs The Central Nervous
Organization of the Lateral Line System - Mario
F. Wullimann and Benedikt Grothe Central
Processing of Lateral Line Information - Horst
Bleckmann and Joachim Mogdans Functional
Overlap and Nonoverlap Between Lateral Line
and Auditory Systems - Christopher B. Braun
and Olav Sand The Hearing Loss, Protection,
and Regeneration in the Larval Zebrafish
Lateral Line - Allison B. Coffin, Heather
Brignull, David W. Raible, and Edwin W Rubel
Make Writing Exciting!, Grades 1 - 2 Nov
16 2021 Write on! Write with special-education
students in grades 1–2 using Make Writing
Exciting! This 160-page book uses step-by-step,
creative methods to teach and evaluate
students' writing skills. It introduces genres of
writing in an order that makes sense—with one
skill building upon another—or lessons can be
incorporated into an existing curriculum. The
book also includes a section on how to help
struggling writers and students with special
needs learn various writing skills. The book
supports NCTE standards.
Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis
Feb 07 2021 This book constitutes the
proceedings of the 7th Iberian Conference on
Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis,
IbPRIA 2015, held in Santiage de Compostela,
Spain, in June 2015. The 83 papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 141 submissions. They were
organized in topical sections named: Pattern
Recognition and Machine Learning; Computer
Vision; Image and Signal Processing;
Applications; Medical Image; Pattern
Recognition and Machine Learning; Computer
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Vision; Image and Signal Processing; and
Applications
The Fiber Fueled Cookbook Jul 12 2021 The
instant New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
and USA Today bestseller! New York Times
bestselling author Dr. Will Bulsiewicz offers a
groundbreaking cookbook packed with
delicious plant-based recipes, as well as a
targeted plan for overcoming food sensitivities.
Leading gastroenterologist Dr. Will Bulsiewicz,
or “Dr. B,” introduced readers to the wonders
of fiber with the New York Times bestseller
Fiber Fueled—a guide to optimizing the gut
microbiome, sharpening immunity, lowering
cholesterol, and promoting weight loss through
a diet rich in diverse fruits, vegetables, nuts,
seeds, and legumes. Rather than restriction, Dr.
B’s solution is abundance and variety. Now he
applies all the principles of the Fiber Fueled
diet in a cookbook that’s as beautiful as it is
practical. This must-have cookbook will inspire
you with deeply flavorful, satisfying plant-based
recipes that make the Fiber Fueled lifestyle
delicious and inviting. But The Fiber Fueled
Cookbook is also a revolutionary treatment
program for food sensitivity sufferers who have
struggled to get a handle on their symptoms. In
it you will learn the GROWTH strategy, a
groundbreaking approach that helps readers
break down what’s causing their GI problems,
and discover real solutions that are
personalized to their individual needs. Whether
you are well on your plant-based path, or
excited to get started, the 100+ irresistible
recipes in this book, including Lemon Lentil
Salad, Cheezy Broccoli Potato Soup, Maple
Peanut Granola, and Chocolate Cookie Milk,
will get you ready to embrace the power of
being Fiber Fueled!
Extreme Sports Medicine Dec 25 2019 This
technically oriented book on medicine as
applied to extreme sports offers broad coverage
of the field extending well beyond the usual
focus on major trauma and acute injuries. In
addition to the injuries and diseases associated
with individual extreme sports, this book also
addresses the topics of psychology,
dermatology, ophthalmology, infectious
diseases, physiology, nutrition, training, injury
prevention strategies, rehabilitation, doping,
treatment in hostile environments, and legal
aspects. Innovative and less frequently
considered topics are also discussed, such as
recent advances in protective equipment and
materials, the effects of exposure on wholebody vibration, and cold exposure risk
management. More than 60 of the most
authoritative experts from across the world
have contributed to this book, drawing on their
personal experiences and including practical
examples whenever relevant. Both subject
matter and illustrations have been selected
with the utmost care, the latter including
photographs of world-class athletes.The book’s
multidisciplinary approach to the subject
ensures that it will be relevant to a wide
readership.
Frontiers in Developmental Biology Jul 20
2019 This topical volume in the respected
Encyclopedia series is the first in many years to
bring together all important aspects of
developmental biology in one source, from
morphogenesis and organogenesis, via
epigenetic regulation of gene expression to
evolutionary developmental biology. The editor-

in-chief has assembled an outstanding team of
contributors to review these topics, creating an
authoritative work for many years to come. The
result is a unique, top-level reference in
developmental biology for researchers,
students and professionals alike.
The Body Book Sep 26 2022 Provides a variety
of projects and lessons to teach elementary
students about the workings of the human
body.
The Practice of Reproducible Research Mar
20 2022 The Practice of Reproducible Research
presents concrete examples of how researchers
in the data-intensive sciences are working to
improve the reproducibility of their research
projects. In each of the thirty-one case studies
in this volume, the author or team describes the
workflow that they used to complete a realworld research project. Authors highlight how
they utilized particular tools, ideas, and
practices to support reproducibility,
emphasizing the very practical how, rather than
the why or what, of conducting reproducible
research. Part 1 provides an accessible
introduction to reproducible research, a basic
reproducible research project template, and a
synthesis of lessons learned from across the
thirty-one case studies. Parts 2 and 3 focus on
the case studies themselves. The Practice of
Reproducible Research is an invaluable
resource for students and researchers who wish
to better understand the practice of dataintensive sciences and learn how to make their
own research more reproducible.
Ways of Thinking, Ways of Seeing Dec 17
2021 This fascinating book examines some of
the characteristics of technological/engineering
models that are likely to be unfamiliar to those
who are interested primarily in the history and
philosophy of science and mathematics, and
which differentiate technological models from
scientific and mathematical ones. Themes that
are highlighted include: • the role of language:
the models developed for engineering design
have resulted in new ways of talking about
technological systems • communities of
practice: related to the previous point,
particular engineering communities have
particular ways of sharing and developing
knowledge • graphical (re)presentation:
engineers have developed many ways of
reducing quite complex mathematical models to
more simple representations • reification:
highly abstract mathematical models are turned
into ‘objects’ that can be manipulated almost
like components of a physical system •
machines: not only the currently ubiquitous
digital computer, but also older analogue
devices – slide rules, physical models, wind
tunnels and other small-scale simulators, as
well as mechanical, electrical and electronic
analogue computers • mathematics and
modelling as a bridging tool between
disciplines This book studies primarily
modelling in technological practice. It is worth
noting that models of the type considered in the
book are not always highly valued in formal
engineering education at university level, which
often takes an “applied science” approach close
to that of the natural sciences (something that
can result in disaffection on the part of
students). Yet in an informal context, such as
laboratories, industrial placements, and so on, a
very different situation obtains. A number of
chapters considers such epistemological
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aspects, as well as the status of different types
of models within the engineering education
community. The book will be of interest to
practising engineers and technologists;
sociologists of science and technology; and
historians and philosophers of science and
mathematics. It will also be written in a way
that will be accessible to non-specialists.
Pollen Jun 18 2019 Pollen: Development and
Physiology focuses on pollen physiology, with
emphasis on the living pollen grains, their
growth, and essential biological functions.
Topics covered in this book include the role of
nucleus and cytoplasm in microsporogenesis;
the development of the pollen grain wall; the
metabolism of pollen tubes; pistil-pollen
interactions; and incompatibility. This
monograph is comprised of 35 chapters divided
into five sections. The first section explores the
physiology and biochemistry of meiosis in the
anther; changes in the cytoplasm and its
organelles during microsporogenesis; and
changes in cytoplasmic RNA and enzyme
activity during the meiotic prophase in Cosmos
bipinnatus. The next section is devoted to
pollen development and the pollen grain wall
and includes chapters that look at the role of
the tapetum during microsporogenesis of
angiosperms; dictyosome development during
microsporogenesis in Canna generalis; and
pollen grain and sperm cell ultrastructure in
Beta. The remaining sections discuss the
metabolism of pollen and pollen tubes; the
interactions between pollen and pistil; and
pollen size and incompatibility in Nicotiana.
This text will be a valuable resource for plant
physiologists.
The Star Wars Craft Book Aug 21 2019
Offers full-color illustrations and step-by-step
instructions for out-of-this-world crafts
featuring characters, locales and objects from
the Star Wars universe, including a felt Yoda
doll, an R2-D2 knit wool cap, Dagobah
terrariums, Hoth snow globe, broken-actionfigure Christmas wreath, a Chanukah "droidel,"
a Chewbacca tissue-box cozy and much more.
Original. 50,000 first printing.
Harvest Festival Jun 11 2021
Corsets and Crinolines Oct 03 2020 In this
classic book, Norah Waugh explores the
changing shapes of women’s dress from the
1500s to the 1920s. Simple laced bodices
became corsets of cane, whalebone and steel,
while padding at shoulders and hips gave way
to the structures of farthingales, hoops and
bustles. Corsets and Crinolines explains the
cyclical nature of these fashions, and how
waists and skirts changed shape and size
through three distinct eras: The 1500s to
1670—farthingales and whaleboned bodies.
1670 to 1800—Stays and hooped petticoats.
1800 to 1925—corsets, crinolines and bustles.
Each section describes how these garments
originated, how they became popular and how
they emerged as central to the fashions of the
time. Extracts from diaries, journals, poems and
newspapers, as well as over 100 illustrations,
demonstrate the variety of these ubiquitous
items of clothing throughout modern history.
Corsets and Crinolines also contains a wealth of
practical notes and resources for today’s
costume makers and designers, including:
Scaleable patterns for the construction of 25
different bustles, crinolines, corsets, corselets,
stays, pocket hoops, hooped petticoats and
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bodices. Detailed appendices on the
manufacture of corsets and crinolines,
including farthingales, supports and hooped
petticoats. A list of further reading, including
costume histories; textile and weaving
histories; reconstruction of period clothing;
contemporary application of foundational
garments; and a list of museums and
institutions with period clothing collections, for
first-hand study. A glossary of terms and
materials.
The Newborn Brain Sep 21 2019
Development of the brain and the emergence of
the mind constitute some of the most important
concerns of contemporary biology.
Disturbances during fetal life may have
profound implications for a child's future
neurological and psychological development,
which can in turn impact society. The new
edition of this highly respected work presents a
comprehensive review of the basic mechanisms
of brain development and the pathophysiology
of disorders of the infant brain, written by a

team of distinguished neuroscientists,
neonatologists, and neuropediatricians. The
book follows the main milestones of brain
development, from formation of the neural tube
and wiring of the neurons in the brain.
Neurotrophic factors, neurotransmitters, glial
cell biology, cerebral circulation development
of sensory functions are all described in detail.
Furthermore, there are more philosophical
chapters on the evolution of the brain and the
emergence of consciousness. Clinical
considerations are highlighted where relevant.
Environmental Chemicals, the Human
Microbiome, and Health Risk Feb 25 2020 A
great number of diverse microorganisms
inhabit the human body and are collectively
referred to as the human microbiome. Until
recently, the role of the human microbiome in
maintaining human health was not fully
appreciated. Today, however, research is
beginning to elucidate associations between
perturbations in the human microbiome and
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human disease and the factors that might be
responsible for the perturbations. Studies have
indicated that the human microbiome could be
affected by environmental chemicals or could
modulate exposure to environmental chemicals.
Environmental Chemicals, the Human
Microbiome, and Health Risk presents a
research strategy to improve our understanding
of the interactions between environmental
chemicals and the human microbiome and the
implications of those interactions for human
health risk. This report identifies barriers to
such research and opportunities for
collaboration, highlights key aspects of the
human microbiome and its relation to health,
describes potential interactions between
environmental chemicals and the human
microbiome, reviews the risk-assessment
framework and reasons for incorporating
chemicalâ€"microbiome interactions.
Proceedings Jul 24 2022
15 Reproducible Write-and-Read Books Aug
25 2022
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